
CLASS 2-ACTIVITIES- APRIL

"The purpose of life is not to be happy. It is to be useful, to be honorable, to be
compassionate, to have it make some difference that you have lived and lived
well." Keeping this in mind class 2 students step forward in making the face
masks to be used in this crucial time .Children were also guided to make the
same with cloth available at home. They were guided to distribute in the
neighbours.



To make lockdown period interesting class 2 students were guided
to do various activities at home like learning to make a new dish,
enjoying helping your parents while dusting,watering the plants or
doing their favourite activity as dancing, art , working on an
experiment/ assignment , grand parents narrating stories or playing
games. Students were also asked to share the pics with the class
teachers.



On the occasion of world book day class2 students were guided to
make a book mark or a stick puppet related to their favourite
character . they were also guided to use the material which was
available at home . Students enjoyed doing this activity . A few
glimpses of the celebration:



Making 3D shapes using Plasticine or dough, Children were given
the opportunity to make 3D shapes. Shapes included cube,
sphere,cuboid,cone & cylinder. This activity was a fun filled &
enjoyable learning experience for them.



Given the tough times, Classrooms have now become a virtual reality.
Considering the need of the hour, teaching and learning started through the
Google Classroom portal for Class-II, on April 27, 2020. Live sessions for one
subject a day were scheduled, four sessions for each class per week. Enthusiastic
learners and teachers made the class lively and fun-filled while not
compromising the needs of the curriculum. Successful and smooth conduction in
education ensured hope in gloomy times.


